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G!TABEL AKD GEORGIA TECH FURNISH
WEEK-ENO BASKETBALL ATTRACTION
Brilliant Basketball Promised as
Crack Quintets Visit Tigoitown—
Weekfe and Douglass of Citadel
and WycQff of Tech to Appear
Two head-liners of the Clemson
basketball season take the floor in
the Tiger gym "Friday and Saturday
nights when the Clemson-Citadel
and Clemson-Tech games go VM
boards.
Citadel's Bulldogs, who to date
have made by far the best record
of any college team in South Carolina, meet Clemson Friday night.
Georgia Tech's Yellowjackets, famed
as leaders of Dixie in all branches
of athletics, invade the Tiger's lair
Saturday night, thirsting for revenge because of the defeat handed
them by Clemson when the Tigers
visited Atlanta.
Both of these games will be brillint attractions, and crack basketball is certain to be exhibited. Clemson will strain every effort to down
the vaunted Citadel Bulldogs on
Saturday night in order to even up
the defeat suffered in Charleston.
Clemson's title of Georgia Champions, won early in the season by
victories over Tech and Georgia,
must be defended Saturday night
against the blasts of the Indoor
Tornado from Tech.
A number of noted stars will be
seen on the Clemson floor Friday
and Saturday nights. The Citadel
will bring "Teddy" Weeks and John
Douglass, famed as Charleston Bantams and Citadel Bulldogs. With
Tech will be Douglas Wycoff, highly
touted as a football performer.
Against these Clemson is fully prepared to cope, for in Captain "Pinky" Colbert and
his crew the
Tigers have a formidable array.
—W. W. B.

JUNIOR GLASS ELECTS
1926 ANNUAL STAFF

CAMPUS RESIDEN
Clemson
College
Country
Club
Organized—Golf
Link
Being
Built—Building Will be Erected
Later—S. M. Martin President—
W. Reed Sec-Tres.
The members of the faculty and
the residents of the campus have
organized
the
Clemson
College
Country
Club.
This club
was
organized very recently and plans
are being put forward very rapidly
to build a nine hole golf course. A
building will be erected later.
Prof. S. M. Martin was elected
president and Prof. W. D. Reed
is to be secretary and treasurer.
Prof. J. T. McAllister is in charge
of the construction work on tho
course. Under these efficient men
the work should progress rapidly.
The golf course is to be located
to the east of the Horticultural
ground and
will extend
toward
Cherry's on the east of the road.
The work on the course has been
begun and under the guidance of
Prof. McAllister, is being pushed
forward rapidly. It is hoped that
the work will be completed by the
fifteenth of March. The first tee
will lie directly back of Prof. Earl's
home.
The course, which will be of
nine holes, will have sodded fairways with sand greens. The members of the club are confident that
links may be constructed that will
compare favorably with any in this
section of the country.
The club will have a prospective
membership of fifty. Tournaments
will be arranged between the various members of the club.
This
undertaking,
when
completed,
should prove a source of great pleasure to all members.
—G. W. G.

Entire Staff is Elected.—Gignilliat
to be Editor-in-Chief.—Jackson Simkins; Art Editor, J. E. Cudd;
is Business Manager.
Assistant Art Editor, R. E. Smith;
Advertising Manager, C. E. HawAt a meeting of the Junior Class kins; Clubs and Classes Editor, W.
in the colege chapel on Monday H. Sudlow; Satire Editor, F. B.
night, the various editors for the Leitzsey.
1926 volumn of "Taps" were electThe members of the Junior Class
ed.
G. W. Gignilliat was chosen are to be congratulated on securEditor-in-Chief, and T. G. Jackson ing such excellent men to fill the
was elected
Business
Manager. positions on the "Taps" staff. It
These are the two positions on the is to be hoped that these men will
staff that require the greatest a- work together and put out one of
mount of work and the two men the best annuals that a class has
chosen are fully capable of making ever put out at Clemson. Under
good.
the leadership of G. W. Gignilliat,
Other men chosen for positions who is a student of rare ability,
were: Associate Editor, J .E. Walk- the annual is sure to be a success.
er; Assistant Business Manager, E. We extend our best wishes for a
W. Carpenter; Athletic Editor, W. complete success to every man on
A Farmer; Photo Editor, W. R. the staff.
Elliott,;
Military
Editor, L. H.
—J. B. C.
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ENOR DANCING CLU TIGER!
TO SENNING 1UT DOWN ROLLINS
FLANS SPRING HOP
TIGER QUINTET WINS
February 30 Set for Date.— Com- CRACK BASKETEERS OF
mittees Begin Work.—"Jungaleers" Will Probably Furnish SENNING DOWN TIGERS'
FROM ROLLINS 32-13
Music.—Freshmen Will not be
Allowed to take Girls.

Former all-Eastern Star and Stocky
Guard Shine—Johnson Brilliant
At a recent meeting of the Senior
for Tigers
Dancing Club it was decided by the
members of that noble body to give
Some of the flashiest basketball
their Spring Hop on the 20th of of the season was seen on the Clemthis month. The dance is to be son floor Thursday night when the
held in the gym of the Agricultural Tiger quintet coped in praiseworthy
Hall, and a fine and- enjoyable time manner with the
Camp Benning
is promised to all those who attend. team of veteran stars. The Tigers
Lewis Smith, President of the lost the game, 35 to 23, but they
organization, has appointed the gave the soldiers a run for thencommittees that will make all tlie money and treated the spectators to
arrangements for the hop, and the some real Jungle scrap in the cage
work on the decoration of the hall game.
will begin
sometime early next
The Infantry School team from
week. It has not been yet decided Benning is composed of army offiexactly what scheme of decorations cers and non-commissioned officers
will be carried out but the men (vho know basketball from A to Z
on the decorating committee are and are able to play it. This fact
all capable of good and exclusive did not keep the Tigers from fordesigns. This committee is com- ging slightly ahead at the opening
posed of the following men: T. G. of the game and, though overcome
Roche, K. M. Mace, E. S. Herlong, by superior odds, being in the fight
K. E. Stokes, and J. A. Morris.
all the way through.
The list for the dance will be in
When Benning scored the first
Lewis Smith's room, Number 406, field goal of the game and went
and the cadets are urged to place into a two-point lead, the Tigers
their girl's name on the list as ire became aroused and "Johnnie"
soon as possible, because the com- Johnson, who played a brilliant
mittees want to know about how game all the way through, caged
many to expect. If you are not tak- two points for Clemson. The Juning a girl put your own name on galeers then ran on to a fourthe list. This will not inconven- point lead, but were finally overience the cadets very much and will come. When the half ended they
assist the committees a great deal. were trailing by only two points,
The music for the festivity will but the deadly effectiveness of the
probably be furnished by Clemson's visitors began to teil in the second
own Jazz orchestra, "The Junga- half.
Dabezies,
who ivas all-Eastern
leers," although no definite announcement has been made yet center last year and the sensation
Those who attended the masquerada of Eastern basketball circles as he
ball that was given last week will starred for West Point, is probably
remember the good brand of Jazz the most finished basketeer who
His teamwhich our boys put out. The mem- has preformed here.
bers of the rchestra showed excel- mate Franz, short and noRsessed of
lent college spirit when they con- a chest bigger than all the rest of
sented to play for the ball without his body, was a streak of lightning,
any charge, and the corps should though he looked awkward when
show their appreciation for this not in motion, and a superb guard.
For Clemson it was "Johnnie"
assistance.
The
average cadet
Johnson's
big night.
He missed
<ioes not realize that these men
have to practice about every after- some heart-breaking snowbird shots
noon for two hours in preparation but his floor work was magnificent.
for these dances.
When this is He was everywhere and in the game
taken into consideration the cadets every minute. Of course this story
must appreciate the liberalness of would be incomplete without mention of "Pinky" Colbert who al"The Jungaleers."
ways stars.
As soon as it is convenient the
Two former all-American footreception committee will begin placball players, Smyth and McQuarrie,
ing the girls, so if you want your
both formerly of West Point, were'
girl placed immediately, put her
with the Benning squad.
They
name on the list as soon as you
were introduced to the audience b»
hear that she is coming. The reCaptain May before the game startception committee is composed of
ed but neither got in the fray.
the following men: E. L. Smith,
Camp Benning (85) Clemson (23)
J. J. Lyons, E. A. McCormac. E A
Talbert, and W. B. Williams.
Buck (8)
Johnson (7)
—J. B. C.
R.F.
Kgelotrom (4)
Newman
"Her face stop a clock? Hell, no!
L.F.
If a clock saw her face it would Dabezies (15)
R0y (4)
run."
Continued on page 5)

Game Listless at First, but Tigers
Gather Force as game
Progresses
Playing the first half in an extremely listless manner, but swinging into something of their real
Jungle fury in the second half, the
Tiger quintet defeated Rollins College Saturday night 32 to 13.
Rollins sent to Tigertown a team
which, though it fought hard all
the way through, was in no sense
a crack quintet of basketeers. During the first half, Clemson was way
off her game and performed in a
manner no better than that of the
visitors, the half ending with the
score 7 and 7.
With the second period, howeve..
the Tiger cagemen snapped out of
their
sluggishness
and
showed
flashes of stellar basketball. Carter
Newman, who had gone through
the first half without caging a
basket, began to drop them in and
scored 16 points in the second half,
making him the leading point-winner of the game. Wallace Roy also
found himself and caged four field
goals in the second half.
Captain "Pinky" Colbert, as always, was a star. The Tiger leader
handles a basketball in masterly
i'ashion and is consistently good,
even when the rest of the team
seems to be off.
The excellent training and condition of the Clemson quintet was
shown when the visitors began to
show signs of weariness and exhaustion and the Tigers were still
fresh and running nicely.
Bowers and Wilson did all the
scoring for Rollins.
Line Up
Clemson (82)
Johnson (2)

Rollins (13)
Bowers (7)
R.F.

Newman

(16)

Wilson

(6)

L.F.
Roy (10)

Daniels
C.

Colbert

(3)

Shoesmith
L.G.

Bunch

La Froos
L.G.
Supbstitutes. Clemson Brock (1)
Bailey; Rollins, none.
Score at first half, Clemson 7
Rollins 7.
Referee, Coach Cul Richards.
—W. W. B.
Ed:
"Say, do you know why
firemen wear red suspenders?"
Co-E'd: "No; why?"
Ed: "To hold up their pants."
Mary. I know why you part your
hair In the middle.
Baker: Ton do? Why?
Mary: Every block has an alley,
you know.
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A NEW INTERCOLLEGIATE
SPORT AT CLEMSON?

fiications of a Track
meet Coach Reed on
path Monday. Early
essential element of
track team.

As a
man should ways excepting Furman).
the cinder result every loyal Tiger should be
work is the on the sidelines pulling with all of
a successful his might for victories in the two
games.

INTERNATIONAL
TERRIBLE TEXTILES
RELATIONS GLU
LOSE TOJENECA Y
In a game that was replete with
ISORGANIED
In a game that was replete, with
Terrible Textiles went down
in
glorious defeat Monday night at the
hand of the Seneca Y. M. C. A.
quintet. The score at the end of
the first half had the Seneca team
leading by a few points, but the
Textiles made a furious come back
in the last half and for a while held
a lead that seemed to be good for
victory only to have it taken away
in the last few minutes of play,
the Seneca team winning by the
score of 28 to 22.
It would be impossible to mention
all of the stars, but it is sufficient
to say that the Seneca crowd put
up a fine brand of basketball while
the Terrible Textiles shone with
dazzling brilliance. The team acted well under fire of the foreign invaders and showed the never say
die spirits that is characteristic
of all Tiger teams.
Considering
that the Terrible Textiles is a team
got up among the Textiles Seniors
at Clemson and that none of then
have played on any teams before,
it is really remarkable the way in
which they fight and play for victory.
By playing the Seneca Y. M. C. A.
the Textile have done something
that has never been done by a
class or section in Clemson's History, that of playing an outside
club in a scheduled game. The
different sections play among them
selves often but none have dared
to tackle any out siders, and for
this reason the Terrible Textiles are
to be commended for their spirit
and desire to see big teams in
action at Clemson. A return game
will be played with the Seneca Y.
M. C. A. in Seneca Saturday night,
and at that time the Terrible Textiles hope to turn the tables on the
Seneca aggrgation.
The Terrible Textiles are going
to play the Scrubs in the near future, and after that they intod ^o
challenge the Varsity for the n,x
pus championship. Nud Sed.
Any one desiring a game with
the Terrible Textiles see Booker
in Room 428, and a date will be
arranged.
—L. R. B.

On another page of the Tiger
appears a news article announcing
the plans for a golf course on the
campus. This announcement brings
on an interesting thought.
Why
not have student golf teams at
Clemson that will represent the
college in intercollegeiate competitionw ith the other schools of the
South? Such schools as Georgia and
Georgia Tech have student golf
teams and interesting tournaments
are arranged annually between the
teams of the various institutions.
As the Tiger goes to press, we are
unable to find out as to whether or
not students will be admitted into
the new golf club. However, we
believe that an announcement will
be forthcoming in a few days to
the effect that students will be allowed to become members of the
club.
If students
are admitted,
then student teams should certainly be
organized.
And
maybe within a couple of years we will
The English Department has isbe hearing of Clemson's golf team sued an invitation to every memdefeating Georgia Tech 4 up and ber of the student body to enter
three to go.
the preliminaries in the Oratorical
Contest. Within the next few weeks
The action of the college orches- a man will be chosen to represent
tra in playing fr the Taps dance Clemson at the annual meeting of
without any renumeration was very the South Carolina Intercollegiate
praiseworthy. The students wish to Association. Those men who have
take this means of expressing their had experience in public speaking
appreciation to the members of the or feel that they might make a good
orchestra. Such spirit is the true orator should get in touch with
spirit that we want at Clemson.
some member of the English Department and begin the preparation
The Junior Class showed very of a speech to be used in the pregood judgement in its selection of liminary contest wihch will be held
a staff to handle the 1926 Taps. The in about three weeks.
men chosen for the various positions are all capable of discharging
On Friday and Saturday of this
the duties falling upon them. We week, the Clemson student body
wish them luck in the publishing will the opportunity of seeing two
of the Taps of '26.
of the best college teams of the
South in action. Georgia Tech and
This week's Tiger carries a call Citadel come to Clemson with
to Track candidates. Actual prac- very impressive records, and it will
tice starts on Monday of next week. mean more to the Tiger five to win
Every man in the student body who these two games than to win the
feels that he may possess the quali- rest of the schedule combined (al-
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CLEMSON COLLEGE STUDENTS PREPARING
TO ENTER FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
New Courses Offering Practical As
Well As Theoretical Instruction
In Industrial Education Being
Followed By Twenty-Five Students.

The Educational Department of
Organization Is Nationwide.—Smith Clemson College has instituted a
Elected President.—Membership
new course in its curricula to proto be Honorary and Based on
vide for the training of students
Scholastic Work.
along the lines of Industrial Education. The purpose of the course
An International Relations Club, is to fit men to go out from Clemthe purpose of which is to broaden son to enter into the manufacturing
the knowledge of its members along plants of the State with the view
the lines of national and interna- of educating the actual operatives
tional politics, was organized last of the concerns. Inasmuch as the
Tuesday night in the classroom of chief manufacturing interests of
Prof. A. G. Holmes. The decision the State center around Textile
to organize the club along the line work, the principal part of the
of similar bodies in other college instruction and training of the mon
was made at the recent meeting of following the course deals with
ten students with Prof. Holmes. the conditions of the modern cotThese ten men will continue to work ton mill.
The
course
includes
together in order that the club will training in educational instruction,
reach the standard that it has reach- actual experience in cotton mills, a
ed in the other colleges and univer- study of the principals of teaching,
sities throughout the United States, and a research into the conditions
and after some advancement has surrounding the operatives of a
been made the number of members modern manufacturing establishwill be increased to twenty.
ment.
Membership in the club will be
The men following the course
based primarily on the quality of are very interested in the work.
scholastic work that the men who and are applying themselves with
wish to become affiliated with the the view of entering the field well
club have been doing throughout equipped with the fundamentals
their college course.
Only those that are necessary in the particumen who are voted into the organi- lar line of work. These young men
zation by the charter members will should be fitted by the end of the
be allowed to enter. It is the earn- college year to accept positions us
est desire of those who already teachers of mathematics, natural
in the club to get men who are science, manual training, and other
interested in the kind of work and High School subjects, and in addistudy that the club will engage in. tion to serve as Instructors of
At the initial meeting of the Evening and Part Time classes in
newly formed club the folowing cotton mill communities.
officers were elected for the feThis new course is one with very
mainder of the present semester: good possibilities for the men who
E. L. Smith, President; E. C. Stew- enter into it with the desire to
art, Vice-President;
and G. W. master the instruction and trainGignilliat, Secretary-Treasurer. These ing. The field of Industrial Eduare all very capable men and ad- cation is one that has been negvancement under their leadership lected in the past in South Carolina.
is assured.
The men who go out from Clemson
A committee was appointed to at the close of the college session
draw up the constitution and by- with the training offered by this
laws of the organization, and is course will have an unlimited field
expected to have these ready at the open before them, and the success
next meeting of the club on Tues- attained will be defined on .- ijy
day night of next week.
E. C. the individual and his possibilities.
Stewart is chairman of this committee. Other members are E. W.
Carpenter and G. W. Gignilliat.
Those men who became charter
members of the club are: E. L.
Smith, E. C. Stewart, W. B. Bailes,
K. B. Sanders, W. W. Bryan, E. W.
Carpenter, G. W. Gignilliat, J. B.
Caughman, C. B. Day. and W. R.
Elliott.
—J. B. C.

WGFF8RD CAGEMEN
DEFEAT CLEMSON
IN CLOSE GAME
Wofford's Terriers defeated Clemson's Tigers in a scrappy basketball fray on the local floor Tuesday night. The score was 20 to
15.
Clemson rallied in the final moments of play, and came within
one point of tieing the score, but
the Terriers responded with a rally
of their own and stepped out to
the front again.
Habel, Lindsey, and Childs formed
a trio to whose excellent play goes
much of the credit for Woffords' victory. Carter Newman was Clemson's
leading scorer, and "Pinky" Colbert's guarding WM good.
Line-Up
Clemson (15)
Worfford (20)
Johnson (1)
Habel (5)
F.

Newman (8)

Linsay (9)
F.

Roy (4)

Childs (4)
C.

Colbert (2)

Bourne (2)
G.

Bunch

Kennedy
G.

Substitutions:
Wofford,
none;
Clemson Chandler for Johnson,
Johnson for Chandler, Palmer for
Bunch.
Score at half: Wofford 10, Clemson 7.
Referee, Captain Thomas E. May
(Oregon Aggies).
—W. W. B.

GARDENING
BE A VEGETARIAN
Practice
home economy.
Have a garden the year round.
Begin now. I can assist you.

Communicate with me at
Clinkscales & Crowther's.
C. B. HENRY.
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A FULL LINE OF DRUGS AND SUNDRIES

OTHER USES
Small Boy: "I want another box
of pills for my mother like I got
yesterday—and charge 'em."
Druggist: "Certainly.
Did your
mother like them?"
Small Boy: "I dunno—they just
fit my airgun."
THAT'S THAT
Her mother called,
The clock struck three,
The milkman came,
But still sat he
A-necking.
The roof fell in,
Two planets met,
The dead woke up,
But he's there yet,
I reckon.
—Penn Punch Bowl.

,
Our Clemson Specialties Include
Loose Leaf Note Books
Clemson Jewelry
Note Book Filler*
Pennant*
Lefax Note Beoks
Pillow Covers
Ever*harp Pencil*
Camera*
Fountain Pens
Photographic Supplies
Stationery
Norris Candle*

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES

L. CLEVELAND MARTIN DRUG STORE
*<X~iM»^»4HSMfr»«Hfr04,»»»»»»»»»+,»
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ARE LISTED; INTERESTING FAGTS SHOWN
STUDENTS ATTAINING FAVORABLE MENTION
Great Increase In Number of Men
Junior Class
Making Clean Reports—Over OOO
Alexander, E. R.
McCraw, L. G.
Men Have no Demerits.
Bailey, T. L. W. McGee, E. T.
The Seniors and the Freshmen Brown, H. A.
McGill C. A.
McKerley, J. B.
head the list with the largest num- Bryan, W. W.
Paulling, J. R.
ber eligible for Honorable Mention Byrd, H. L.
Carpenter, E. W. Rogers, C. H.
at the end of the first semester. Caughman, J. B. Roy, TV. R.
Sanders, J. H.
All classes show a big improvement Coleman, H c
Sanders, J. R.
as compared with the first reports Cudd, J. E.
Day. C. B.
Sanders, V. C.
for 1920-'21. Over 50 percent of Douglass, W J Shands, TV. A
the Seniors on the current list were Elliott, W. R.
Smith, E. T.
Smith J. R.
also on a similar list when they Farmer, W. A.
Smyth, J. A.
were Freshmen four years ago. The Carrison, N. A
Steer, R. D.
Rignilliat, G. W
greatest gain has been with the Green, G. H
Sudlow, TV. H.
Freshmen where the
percentage Pruitt, J. M.
Swords, P. E'.
Taylor, TV. H.
eligible for Honorable Mention has Hawkins, c. E
Heller, W. F
Thomas, H. L.
doubled in the last five years.
Tison, P. H
Hendrix S. H.
The table indicatts that on the Henery, "W. T
Todd, J. A.
Trent, R. £,.
whole the work in the various Hester, J. p.
Jackson, R ^
Trimmier, L. G.
classes is improving or at any rat' Kiser,
H. F.
Wells, S. F.
there are more makine clear re- Leitzsey, F B
Westbury, J. E.
cords.
McAlister, L n
Wray, J. Q.
McCellan C. TV. ' Wright, J. B.
FIRST SEMESTER
Comparison Honorable Mention
Sophomore Class
Class
Percent
Percent
Aull.
J.
L.
Hinnant, J. L.
1920-'31
1924-'25 Baker, J. H.
Hutto, S. G.
Senior
50
6S Baker, TV. L.
James, J. H.
Junior
32
Jones, 0. F.
44 Beam, F. A.
Bennett, W. M. King, J. N.
Sophomore
27
4? Burnett W. E. Knight, J. D.
Freshman
22
55 Bryce, G. W.
Liles, S. E.
A number of reports showed one Bonnette, G. W McLeod. C. E.
McTeer, J. R.
Breland, A. B.
or more grades "I" (Incomplete)
Major, J. D.
,Buie, G. S.
but no grades below a pass. Some Cain, R. H.
Marshall, R. M.
of these incomplete grades will be Cannon, J. P.
Maxwell, W. C.
Miller, L. R.
removed and still further increase Cash, D. H.
Caughman, E. MMiley, P.
the number of clear records.
Chapman, A. H. Milling, J
A record has been broken in th« Chapman H.
Mitchell, R. H.
number of Cadets who have no de- Chapman, W. F. Nickles W. IX
Page, W.
merits charged against them at the Chapman, H.
Parler, N. L.
Cooper, J. R.
end of the semester. It appears Cromer, N. C.
Rason, H. L.
that 616 students are listed as hav- Crowson, J. K
Reed, L. B.
DeYoung, D. F.Rosamond, J.
ing no demerits.
Rose, A.
Dill, R. C.
HONORABLE MENTION
Ross, D. H.
Dobson, C. R.
In order to stimulate scholarship Dorn. T. E.
Russell, H. E.
and good conduct the names of all Donaildson, J. H. Sandal, F. L.
Seaborn. L. A.
students who at the end of a semes- Ethridge, T. J.
Fishburne, F. J. Skinner, T. B.
ter (a) have passed on all subjects, Garrison,' R. H. Stephenson, J. A.
(b) have no work to make up, and Gerrard, F. H.
Sutherland. E. S.
Tyler, R. T.
(c) not more than 3 0 demerits will Goff, H. B.
Goodyear, C P. Warren, J. A.
be read to the student body In Googe, W. J.
Weathersbee A. A.
Chapel and published in The Tiger. Hamrick, F. G. Weigle, C. C
West, C. P.
A special notice will be also sent Haskell A. C
Hendrix, T. J.
Yarborough H.W.
to each home.
Herron, J. L.
Youngblood, J. E.
The following students were eligible for "Honorable Mention" at the
Freshman Class
end of the First Semester:
Alexander, D. C.Jones, M. A.
Senior Class
Allen, C. C.
Jordan, M. A.
Anderson, R. N. Killingsworth, H
Asbill, C. M.
Mace, K M
Atkinson, James M.
Ayers, D. C.
Matthews, J.' D.
Bagwell, J. c
McCormac, E. A. Bearden, C. E. King. J. L.
Klugh, C. F. Jr..
Bailes, TV. B.
McCormac, J. H! Bell, C. M.
Barrs, T. A.
Benson, N. O.
Knobeloch L. G.
Mr-Lees, F. c.
Baurer, J. TV.
Berry, L. E.
Levin, J. D.
McLeod, N. A.
Bell, S. L,
Bickley. R. L.
Link, A. C.
McLeod, T E'
Blackwell, J. D. Lipscombe, R. W.
Blakeney. L. R. McPhail, M
Blackeney, C. R- McCalle. J. W.
Bonner, T". A. Miller J. R.
Bradley, M. E. Jr. McConnell. R. E.
Booker, L. R.
Mullins, H. D
Bjreedlo^e, Walter McCutcheon, G. H.
Bunch, R. L.
Murr, B. L.
Cartee, E. F.
Britt. C. E.
Jr.,
Norton, J. j. Jr
Cary, F. L.
Brogden, W. J McDaniel. C. D.
O'Cain, H. F
Brown, Hugh
McGill, T. J.
Causey, L. G.
Outen.
D. L
p
Bryan, C. A.
McGowan R. W.
Cobb, W. H.
oe, E. J.
Pr
Bryce, G. T.
McLanahan, J. P.
Colbert, F. H.
ice, G. E.
Burgess J. T.
McLeod. J. B.
Coleman, H. V. Roark, D.
Burgess, R. H.
McPhail, Stehubert
Corbin. J. F.
Roark. R'. R
Burley, J. E.
Macfie. W. H. Jr..
Craven, TV. H. Roche, T. G.
Burriss, L. JMajor. S. M.
Hambright, TV. A Sanders, E.
Carroll, G. H.
Maner. W. F.
Daniel, D. M.
Sanders, K. B
Carson, S. C.
Martin. S. P.
Darby, J. E.
Sjntfleben.'D 'A Carter, W. H.
Martin, W. N.
Dicks, R. L.
SRago, J. A
Carver, J. JMason F. W. _^
Edens, G. C
Sease, J. j^
Cato, J. B.
Maxwell. J. A.
Fletcher, E. G. Shealy, N P
Campbell, M. M. Mealing. J. P. Jr
Flowers, H. B. Simpson. TV N
Clarke. W. H.
Mercer. C. W. Jr.
Freeman, TV. C. Smith, D. E '
Cook L. A.
Midkiff. R. B.
Gillespie, B. B. Smith E. L'
Cooksey, R. H. Mitchell. T. J.
Goree. I. M.
Smith, J. E'
Cooley, T. F.
Monre. J. T.
Hall, R. E.
Smith, M. M.
Corley. S. R.
Morean. T. C.
Harmon, S. E
Spencer, B.
Covinston, J. B. Mundv, J. T. Jr..
Hart, T. J.
Stewart, J, D
Cox. W. H.
Murrah E. S.
Hawkins, G. E. Stokes. K. E.
Creech,
J.
C.
Jr..-Nnrris.
J. <"*■
Stoney,
p.
rj
Haynsworth. C. R
Cuttino, B. H.
Norton, E. L.
Stribiing, D. 'w
Heller, J. R.
Dargan W. K. Norton. W. L.
Henderson, H. J. TSutherland, J. i, Davis, B. W
Owen. S. C.
nlbert,
E
H
Henry, S. W.
Padeett. L. C. Jr.
Ti)
Davis, R. Rte H. S. '
Holmes. A. G.
Parkhurst. E. W.
Dozier, J. P.
Thompson, E. A Drake, H. B.
Holmes, J. S.
Philpot. E. P.
Thrower,
J
H
Jackson, S. L.
Pickens. R. O. Jr.
Durst. W. P.
Tibbs,
R.
Keel, J. H.
H
Plver. D. P.
T
E'adie,
M.
D.
"dd. J. N.
Kibler, J. TV.
PoH<;.
J.
Early.
rjany. E.
?-*■ B
^r'n'iv. P.
r. .1.
Welch, TV. F.
King, C. B.
Edgerton, E. W. PrnltL W. R
Wieters, H. C.
Lee, R. L.
Evans. J. C. Jr.. Purvis. P. P.
Williamson, J. c.
Lewis, J. M.
Farmer, R. E. Reeves T. M. Jr.
Lewis, W. M.
Wilson. G. C
Fennell, H. A.
Rees. H. F.
Littlejohn, C. M. TVoodside, H. R. Fereuson, E. F P-pina^h. M. M.
Voumans M.
Long. C. A
fishburne. J. T Phodos W. A. .TT.
Lyons, J. J.
Fowler, B. R.
Pi'dgeway, E'. J.
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Foxworth, Holman Robinson, J. H. Jr.
Galloway, W. C. Rutledge, J. R. Jr.
Gantt, J. H.
Sadler, J. K.
Garrison. H. P. Sanders, H. L.
Garrison, J. C.
Schaefer, TV. B.
Gault, H. S.
Seaborn, W. H.
Geddlings, E. N. Sholar, J. O.
Gillespie. D. D. Smith, J. B.
Ginn, W. L.
Smith. T. W.
Glenn, W. L.
Smith, W. C.
Godfrey, A. B. Springer, Ernest
Graves, G. S.
Steadman, C. L.
Stewart, T. C.
Green, C. D.
Hafers. E. P.
Stoppelbein, H. E
Stribling, R. M.
Hane, A. W.
Stutts, R. T.
Harmon, T. A.
Harrington, R. C. Sweeny, D. F.
Harris, S. P.
TayloT, H. K.
Hewlett, L. M. Taylor. J. M.
Higgins, R. C.
Thompson, Z. V.
Holman, F. W.
Timmerman, W.
Hudgens, W. W. P. Jr.,
Hudson, G. E. Tolbert, J. N.
Hugston. T. L. Trusdale. E. V.
Humphrey, C. J Turner, J. A.
Husbands, Henry Wallace, R. W
Hutchins, W. C. Walsh, A. A.
Jackson, L. S. Webb, J. A.
Jameson. P. H. Welborn M. B.
White, H. A.
James, W. C.
White, R. B.
Jeter, E. C.
Johnson. Harold Williams, H. T.
Jones, A. S.
Wingard, B. F.
Jones,
Haynes- Witherspoon, J. H.
worth.
Witt, L. H.
Jones. J. G.
Wylie, A. P.
Yeager, T. J.
Two Year Agricultural
Barrington, W. L. Padgett, J. M.
Patterson, L. H.
Bosler. A. H.
Boyd, D. H.
Rogers, V. M.
Burns, J. F.
Messervy, L. C.
Chamblee, Albert Moore, R. J.
Douglass, V. C. Smith, A. J.
Starnes, M. A.
Earle, J. W.
Stevenson, R. C.
Gunter, O. C.
Knight, W. E.
Thomas. L. O.
Turner, C. M.
Leitner, J. A.
Tuten, W. A.
Lomas, C. H.
McLaughlin R. D Wooten, R. B.
Workman, C. R.
Padget, H. W.

Etters,
Etters.
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SLOAN B RO S
NOW IN LOWER STORE

NEW UP-TO-DATE LINE OF STATIONERY
ARROW COLLARS AND SHIRTS
TIES, HOSE AND SHOES
PAY US

GLEMSON THEME TABLETS
34th Year at Clemson
m

|

THE CLEMSON T CAFE

I

♦♦♦

Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times,

f

See us about Meal Tickets.

4Z

MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT

<fc

4
T
«♦ WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITES!*
Managed by

Special and Irregular
Alexander. S. R. Lake, J. C.
Brockman, E. W.McGrew, J. C.
Cain, R. H.
Mobley, F. B.
Finklea, J. O.
Rubinowitz, Benj.
Griffin, R. L.
Smoot, J. T.

TRAGEDY RECIPE
One reckless, natural-born fool;
Two or three big drinks of bad ♦♦^♦♦^♦♦<~:~:~;~:^
*
liquor;
A fast, high powered car.
Stock the fool well In liquor, place
in the car, and let him go.
After due time, remove from wreckage, place in black satinlined box. and garnish with
ARMY
flowers.
—Ex.

See I. L. KELLER

fT
T
fY

F. B

MORGAN

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.

SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS

LIFE, FIRE, AUTO,
ACCIDENT
P. O. Box 267
Telephone 98

VISIT

WE WILL APPRECIATE IT

Two Year Textile
C. W.
Simmons, G. G.
Tilson, K. J. I.
F. W.
Tuttle, R. H.

INSURANCE

A

FOR WALK-OVER SHOES

T
T
T
.?
IT
T
T
T
T
T

OR

DRESS

CLEMSON TIGER RELTS
And All Other Articles for Cadets

MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHING
30 Years at Clemson
♦!♦

^^^^^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^

♦JMJM*

Community Store Building

THE COMMUNITY STORE

HARRY G. MCGRAYER, INC.

CLEMSON COLLEGE

'HINGS WE DO FOR THE CADETS
Cash Cadet Checks.
Agency Flosheim Shoes
Agency Schloss Brothers Clothes.
Agency Ben Vonde Dry Cleaners.
Agency Spauding Sweaters and
Athletic Goods.
Sell Cigaretts and Tobaccos.
Cigars, Candies, Drinks
Stationery, Pencils, Ink.
Carry a lime of Dry Goods, Shirts,
Shoes, Needles, Pins, Thread and
lots ef thines you will need while
at school.
Make you feel at heme any time yon
come down and always clad to
see yon.
Will Woip Male* A* Tlf«r Itoar
for 1934
THE

coaanranETY «o—IT. nrc
CI.EMSON

Cei.LHea. 8. C.

"The men's style store of Anderson."
Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing
ALSO

?':

GRIFFON CLOTHING FOR $25 - $50

HARRY G. MCBRAYER, INC. '
ANDERSON. S. C.

THE
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Look heah, fellah, I'm from Bolingbroke. I'm so hard that when
they tried to vaccinate me they had
to use an electric drill.
"Does my question embarrass
you?" inquired the professor of the
dazed looking student.
"Not at all, sir," answered the
student. "The question is perfectly clear; it's the answer that's puz-Ex. zling me.'
—Ex.

I came around to the back,"
They sat together,
Worked together,
All semester long.
FAMOUS DO'S
Played together,
Hin
Strolled together,
Hoo
Happy as a song.
She?
Then—
Voo
-.
Crammed together,
Howdy
Flunked together,
I'll say she
Wondered what was wrong.
Doodle De
—The Johnsonian.
Ring Dang
They left together,
Mountain
Went home together,
Bill
Feeling mighty bad.
How come you
me like you ?
Loafed together,
-—Sun Shine.
Ate together,
Never did get mad.
Sweet young tiling (at dance) :
But when they—
"You raised your cap to that girl
Courted together,
who passed. You don't even know
Went together,
her, do you?"
That is what was sad.
McCormac:—"No, but my brother
—Clemson Tiger.
does and this is his cap."
"I only have two I's" said the
cadet as he looked in the mirrow
and read his grades.
PROFFESSOB, YOU ABE BIGHT
Pruitt:—"Prof., what is steam?"
Prof:—"It's water
gone crazy
with heat."

Twin Brother—"Holy cats! but
I look tough!"
Other Twin Brother—"Say! you
ain't lookin in a mirror.
You're
lookin at me."
EMPTY UPSTATBS
A wise Western wit declares that
a flapper is like a house, because
she is both shingled and painted.
He might have added that, like
most houses, she has a wooden attic.
—Fort Wayne News Sentinel.
MESS HALL POETRY
Hashes to hashes
And prunes to prune,
There's a fly in my coffee
So lend me your spoon.
—The Orange and Blue.

At Jessie James' Cafe:
"Have
Dumb: "Do you think you will
you corn on the ear?"
Ole Jessie (hisself). "No, it's a ever get another chance to ask her
wart."
. :■'' father?"
Dumber. "Oh, sure! I have an
Did you see Oliver Twist, Aunty? engagement with him. When I askHush child. You knows I never ed him if I could marry her, he
itends modern dances.
said he would see me in hell first."
—Orange Blue.
—Howard Crimson.

The price of English P's has gone
up ten points since Dr. Daniel had City Preacher to Love Harrell: How
Pat:
"This is a great country
a box of cigars stolen from him.
are your evening congregations now. Mike."
Mike: "And how s that?"
Brother Harrel?
Prof. Pollard. "What is an atom?"
Pat: "Shure the sign in the post
Love: There ain't any one comes
"Red" Mitchell:—"An atom is a
to church Sunday nights. They all office says that yez can buy a five
small iota composed of small atoms."
stay at home and listen to the dollar money order for foive cents."
—Ex.
"Colt" Roche:—"Hey: you! don't radiator.
stop that car in front of my Horse."
Artist—Ah, Madam! Your lips
Ben Martin:—"Don't worry, I
are unpaintable!
know the rules.
Don't Park In
Madam—H'm! Come around and
Front of Plugs."
I'll give you some lessons.
—Wisconsin Octopus
Doc:—"So you have broken off
a tooth, have you?"
Sarcasm is saying what other peoJack Fewell:—"Yes Sir."
ple are too polite to say.
Doc:—"How did you do it?"
Hostess: "Mr. Switch, please do
Jack:—"Oh, shifting gears on a
have some more coffee."
lolypop."
"Oh, well if you insist, but only
MEAN STUFF
a mouthful."
First cadet sot.—"I discovered '.
"Marie, fill up Mr. Switch's cup."
new kind of whiskey the other day,"
■—Chicago Phoenix
Second one:—"You did? What
HIS INTERPBETATION
kind was it?"
Ethel—Jack told me I sing like
First sot:—"Chicken whiskey."
Second one:— "What do you his pet bird.
Made—The mean thing! The only
mean?"
First sot:—"Two drinks and then bird he owns is a parrot.
you lay."
Bob—May I hold your hand?
Hush up McCormac
Laura—Of course not! This isn't
Don't you cry
Palm Sunday.
You'll get you a girl
"Well, it isn't Indenpendence Day,
By and by.
either."
—West Point Pointer
Don't use big words; people will
find out that you are crazy.
Have you heard the lastest song
hit?
DON'T DO IT
"Are you taking B. A., Mr. GallaThe Legislature is going to ruin gah?"
many a man's matrimonial ideas
"No, Textile, Mr. Sheen."
if they raise the marriage license
to two dollars.
Marriage is the act of some moron
asking another man permission to
A funny little boy
feed his daughter for the rest of
Is R. E. Hall
her life.
He sees pretty girls
HIS CLASSIFICATION
But he doesn't fall
Harold, aged six, had some trouWHICH FBONT?
ble with a neighbor's children. That
Weary Tramp:—"Lady, I'm an night when he had gone to bed his
ex-soldier.
Will you give me a mother asked if he had said his
prayers.
sandwich?"
Mrs. Housewife:—"Were you up
"And did you pray for the heathens too?" she asked.
on the front?"
Weary Tramp:—"Yes.
ma'am,
"Yes," he answered hesitaingly,
but nobody answered the bell, so "all but the three next door."
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very good address on the subject entertaining us while w« were down
"Team Work." The next one was ther«.
—T. J. H.
given by Mr. Albert E. Roberts of
New York City on "Our New Day."
In a very wonderful and most attractive way Mr. Roberts showed
how the people of today are looking
to the students of today to make
America. Keeping this in mind he
showed how important it is that we
keep fit 'that we might be qualified Regular Program Dispensed with
Because of Election—Better Atto do the great work which his
tendance Urged by New Presibefore us.
dent
The meeting at 9:00 o'clock
Wednesday morning was attended by
The Calhoun
Literary
Society
only the student representatives at held its regular meeting Friday
the conference. For the Devotional evening at 7 o'clock.
Since this
exercises some of the men gave cer- was the first meeting of the third
tain verses of the Bible that have term, the regular program was dismeant a great deal to them and pensed with and officers for the
told how they had done so. The ensuing term were elected.
representatives of the different
The officers elected were as folschools then gave three encouraging lows: E. H. Jordan, recording secand three discouraging things about retary; H. F. Kizer, corresponding
their Y. M. C. A. work at the theii secretary; S. F. Wells, Junior crischools. Talks were then given 0:1 tic;
V. M. Rogers, sargeantat-at
"The
Fundamental Problems . of arms; and J. C. Bagwell, Senior
Students" by Mr. Bell, the secretary critic.
Since L. R.
Kooker and
of the "Y" at Carolina and J. C. H. B. Flowers were elected preBagwell of Clemson. This meeting viously as president and vice presidisbanded at 1:30 for the repre- dent respectively these officers were
sentatives to go to a very nice din- not filled at this time.
ner that was given for them.
The
retiring
president.
Mr.
The meeting after dinner was a Roche, made his farewell talk to
very short one at which time Mr. the society thanking the members
Patrick gave a report on the pro- for the cooperation given him this
gram for the Blue Ridge Conference term.
The president-elect, Mr.
this summer.
After just a little Booker took his seat and said a
more business, Mr. McCoy, president few words to the members of the
of the conference.
called for a society urging them to coperate with<
' standing vote of
thanks to Mr. him in keeping the Calhoun on the
Schnell and others who made the top.
conference possible.
The meeting
So "fellows" let's turn out to the
was dismissed by Mr. T. D. Lan- next meeting and bring a new memham of Spartanburg.
ber with us if possible. A good
We are very much indebted to the program has been arranged.
—H. F. K.
students of Carolina University for

GALHOilN ELECTS
TERM OFFICERS

STATt uuravo<n
HELDJNCOLMIJI
Students From Clemson Conference
In Columbia—Valuable Points
In Y. M. C. A. Work Brought
Out Tn Discussions
A State Y. M. C. A. meeting that
was held at Columbia on Tuesday
and Wednesday of last week was
attended by delegates from the
different Y. M. C. A's. in the state.
The delegates sent from Clemson
were B. W. Freeland, J. C. Bagwell,
and T. J. Hart.
The first meeting, presided over
by Dr. D. B. Johnson was held at
2:30 Tuesday
afternoon in
the
Baptist Cchurch. This meeting was
strictly a business meeting at which
was given a report of the members
of the National Council, report of
Committee on New Constitution for
State Associations and various other
committee reports including one on
the apprtionmenl that each association is to raise. It was voted by
the men present that they would
do all in their power to raise the
amount given for their respective
associations to raise. This money is
to be used for the State and Foreign
work of the Y. M. C. A.
The next meeting was at the
Baptist Sunday School at 7:00 P.
M. This was the conventional Dinner given by the ladies of the Baptist church. Dr. W. D. Melton President of the University of South
Carolina was Toastmaster at this
meeting. One of the attractive features of this meeting was the music
rendered by the Billy Sunday male
Quartet. The first address was given by Mr. R. H. King, Regional
Executive Secretary.
This was a

Resists Corrosi
THIS picture, taken in the salt marshes near
Kearny, N. J., shows two lines of 30-inch Cast
Iron Pipe replacing pipe made of other material.
The alternate exposure to the action of salt water
and air is a severe test.
While the pipe shown in the picture is subjected to
unusual corrosive influences, all underground pipe
must be able to withstand corrosion to a greater or
less degree. Cast Iron Pipe has this quality. It does
not depend on its coating to resist rust; the material
itself is rust-resisting* The first Cast Iron Pipe ever
laid is in service today at Versailles, France, after
two hundred and sixty years' service.
THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU,

Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

CAST IRON PIPE
'THEBELL &- SPIGOT JOINT*1

Our new booklet, "Planning a Waterworks System," which covers the
problem of water for the
small town, will be sent
on request

THE ACCEPTED STANDARD TOR
COHSTBUCTIOM ,

SUHOERGROUNO

Send for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Service,"showing interesting installations to meet
special problems
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TERRIBLE TEXTILES HAVE SUCCESSFUL WEEK;
ELEGTRICALS BEATEN BY SCORE 16-0
Splendid Team-Work of Lint Heads
Responsible for Sucesses—Auspicious Schedule Planned
On Manday night the Textiles
took the Famous Electric Crips into camp on the home floor to give
them a severe shock, for the score
was 16 to 0 for the manufacturers
the crips lacked either voltage or
amperage. It was a "propersition"
to decide which, but we decided
that both were low.
The Textiles were well coached
and showed excellent team work.
They used the system of Knute
Rockne.
Having
two
complete
teams, one as good as the other, the
teams split halves, each making
8 points.
The exct^ent guarding
of Pope, Roche, Tate and Lee held
the "Cripples"
to zero
baskets.
Goodale and Wilson tied for honors
at shooting goals. Harmon did
some wonderful sidestepping and
dribbling. Williams. Booker, Thrower, and Sharp did excellent work
especially passing Hutto was the
outsanding player for the Electricols.
On Tuesday night the Terribles
went on a rampage, holding the fast
Y. M. C. A. quintet to a 10 to 7
score. The "Y" team has beaten
the Clemson Varsity on several occassions.
The Textiles lacked a
little team work during the second
half.
They lead the "Y" during
the first half close guarding on
both teams did much to hold the
score down.
On Wednesday night the Textiles
let the
Agricultural
Vocational
Educational Seniors know that they
lacked something, probably they
did not have "the law" to look it
up in." At any rate they tried to
"get rough." The talley was 10 to
0 for Textile Department. The Textiles were saving their strength for
their next game, as they did not
attempt to run up a large score.
A marked increase in attendance
at these games can be seen. Ladies
added zeal to some of the players.
The interest taken by the public
in the Textile team is gratifying.
They know a team when they see
one. The attendance was near a
quarter of a hundred at each game.
—"Snake"

LADIES MAKE MOVE
FOR BETTER CARE
AT STONE CHURCH
A ladies' auxiliary to the Old
Stone Church Association is being
contemplated by ladies of the campus and adjoining communities for
the purpose of better caring for
the historic Old Stone Chruch cemetery.
Ladies of the Clemson community
hope that those of Seneca, Pendleton.
and other places interested in the
Old Stone Church will join them
in the movement.
Mrs. W. W.
Klugh is chairman. A fund will be
raised to supplement the work of
the regular association in keeping
the cemetery in fitting condition.
Many people in various sections
of the state are interested in the
Old Stone Church because of its
historical associations or because
they have loved ones sleeping there,
and the ladies of Clemson hope
•they will be joined by others in
this movement.
—W. W. B.

OPEN HOUSE AT T
SPLENDID SUCCESS
Social given to the Senior Class
Greatly Enjoyed. Whole of the Y.
M. C. A. Building turned over the
Seniors. Various games and contest engaged in.
A very enjoyable social was given to the members of the Senior
class by the Y. M. C. A. last Thursday in the college Y. M. C. A.
building The members of the Senior class were all invited and the
young ladies of the campus were
in attendance.
The young ladies and their escorts assembled in the lobby of
the "Y" and were amused by a
variety of games and contest. A
free moving picture show was another attraction.
Tournaments of
ping pong, checkers, bridge, rook,
and bowling were other features.
The swimming pool was thrown
open and aquatic sports were also
enjoyed.
This social was termed "open
house."
The whole of the "Y."
was thrown open to the Seniors.
The whole party was a great success and greatly enjoyed by those
attending.
The Seniors privileges were extended until nine thirty, but when
the party was such a success, Col.
Cole extended the leave to ten thirty, much to the joy of all those
attending.
At the conclusion refreshments of
hot chocolate and crackers were
served. After this the cadets returned to barracks with a feeling of
disappointment that the party had
to break up so soon.
—G. W. G.

CUBS DOWN WOFFORD
TERRIER PUPS AFTER
TWO EXTRA PERIODS
In a game fraught with furious
endeavors and brilliant plays, the
Tiger Cubs defeated the Freshman
quintet from Wofford after two
extra five minute sessions. Warr's
field goal and Beason's foul goal
contributed
the
deciding
three
points that made the Cubs victors
in the last few moments of play.
The game was very unusual in
view of the fact that the quintet
that Coach Cul was counting on to
deliver the best game slumped, and
the big bunch of slow fellows that
were intended to start the game off
and wear the opposing team down
came out and played more effectively than the first bunch.
Coach
Richards seems inclined to believe
that the unusual pulchritude of the
first squad was the factor that made
them so
ineffective.
We won't
quibble over that point, but it certainly was disappointing to see a
quintet that looked inexorable put
out an inferior brand of ball.
The Terrier Pups started the
game very
solwly, and
only a
short while had elapsed before the
Cubs ran up a comfortable margin.
Then came the near catastrophe.
The team of Cub Cagers that has
been starting all previous games
was rushed in with instruction to
slaughter the apparently submissive
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Terriers, but "mirabile dictu" the
Wofford boys reversed tactics and
almost tied the score by the end
of the first half.
When the big boys were once
more put in the game, the battle
waxed fast and furious. When the
final whistle blast cut thru the
tense air, the score stood 20 to 20.
An extra period failed to break the
deadlock, and another one was called after a few moments of rest.
Making their final desperate efforts,
the Cubs forged ahead by two points
and held it for the remainder of the
period.
Line-Up
Cubs (23)
Wofford (21)
Beason (8)
Child (3)
F.

Allison (1)
F.

MidKiff (8)
F.

Harling

(2)
F.

Warr (4)
C.

Moore
C.

Mundy
C.

McGlone
G.

FIVE

Eskew

Schuler (4)
G.

Pursley

Crook
G.

Adams
Official—Capt. May.
—E. W. C.

FRESH DROP LOOSE
CONTESHO FURMAN

The Cubs dropped a ragged basketball game to the Furman rats
Tuesday afternoon by the count of
26 to 10
Neither of the two freshmen outfits could do much in the first half
though the visitors had the edge
Collins
on the Tiger frosh all the way.
Lockmanb (7) Toward the latter part of the first
period and during some stages of
the second, the Cubs put up a
much better fight, though they were
Smith (5) never within sight of victory.
Rat Midkiff was leading pointmaker for Clemson, while Byrnes
made half of Furman's tallies.
Line-Up
•
Furman (26)
Clemson (10)
Beason (2)
Goodwin ^2) Dorman (6)
F.

Byrnes 13)

Midkiff

Funderburk (13)

Mundy

Smith (4)

Martin

Wilkins

McGlone (3)

Substitutes: Furman, none; Clemson, Eskew (1), Moore, Adams.
Referee, Miller (Presbyterian college).
CRACK BASKETEERS OF
BENNING DOWN TIGERS
(Continued from page
Franz (6)

1)

Colbert"'(6)
R.G.

McKenna (2)

Palmer (1)
L.G.
Substitutions:
Benning,
none;
Clemson, Woodside (3) for Newman, Bunch for Palmer, Palmer for
Bunch, Newman for Woodside,
Bunch for Palmer, Chandler (2) for
Johnson, Woodside for Newman.
Score at half: Benning 16, Clemson 14.
Referee, Captain Thomas E. May.
—W. W. B.

A CRANE PRESSURE REGULATOR WHICH TRANSFORMS HIGHER PRESSURES TO ANY CONSTANT PRESSURE

LOW PRESSURE STEAM FROM HIGH PRESSURE MAINS
Low pressure steam or air delivery
direct from higher pressure mains
is made uniform and dependable by
Crane pressure regulators. Steam
for small power units or low pressure heating, constant pressure
steam for process heating, and compressed air for blasts, heaters and
low pressure tools can be taken
from higher pressure mains through
this automatic valve at the highest

(4)

possible efficiency. Crane regula-^
tors are furnished with unions or
flanged connections for any ordinary temperatures or working
pressure. The economy of operation and unfailing delivery of these
pressure regulators are typical of
all Crane products. Crane countrywide service provides a complete
line of valves, fittings and piping for
any steam, water, oil or air system.

CRAN

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty-eight Cities
National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, Neiv York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal
Works: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Montreal
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, SHANGHAI
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON
C2 CRANE: PARIS. NANTES, BRUSSELS
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is very gratifying to see the number that does attend, but a great
many more should be there.
—T. J. H.

Rrv-ER TIGER,
m§ OF OSARNIZE

FLINT
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HFORMANCE
Songersters Render Splendid Program at Anderson College on Friday and Greenville Woman's College on Saturday—Offerings Well
Received by Both Audiences.

TWO BIG games for the Tiger
basketeers are on the boards for
Friday and Saturday nights. Let's
all get in behind the team with the
real Clemson spirit and win those
games. Citadel has a great team,
but the vaunted Weeks and Douglas are only men and conquerable.
Georgia Tech has already been defeated once, and on their
own
floor at that, so they can surely
be downed again.

CAPTAIN MAY will coach the
• ball team and Pat Harmon is
captain.
They will
have
their
candidates out for practice just as
soon as the weather permits. Company baseball will be under way
soon, and the varsity must lie
whipped into shape as quickly as
possible for the first game is on
March 20. Pitchers are especially
needed. If you can twirl the old
pill, come out and try your hand

VICTORY in these battles will redeem the record of the Tiger quin
tet. Always scrapping, the Clemson cagemen have nevertheless gone
down to defeat ton often for the
season to be called successful. The
victories over Tech and Georgia at
the opening of the year were splendid, but they will not furnish laurels for the entire season.

TRACK begins to loom la.rge as
the new quarter-mile cinder path
is being constructed and perfected.
Coach Read has his boys doing
their preliminary
stunts already,
and, like the baseball mentor, he
will start the real business when
weather permits.

*

»

•

»

*

*

SPRING SPORTS are beginning
to vie with basketball for the limelight. Baseball, track, and tennis
will all be in full swing in the
near future.

MISSION WORKER
MS H ¥ESarcn
Samuel Macon Cowlcs, Y. M. C. A.
Seereary In China, Delivers Interesting Lecture to Vesper
Audience—Large Crowd
Attends.
We were very fortunate in having to speak for us at Vesper Services Sunday night Mr. Cowles, a
returned missionary from China. Mr.
Cowels is in America on a year's
leave of absence and is trying to
boost tlje Y. M. C. A. work that, is
taking piac.e among the people that
he has learned to love so well.
Mr. Cowles said that it is so
easy to get out of touch with the
things at home while he is in
China. The thing that he misses
most while he is ov*r there is the
fellowship with the men here.
Mr. Cowles chose as his subject
John 3:16, For "God so Loved the
World that He gave his only Begotten Son that whosoever believeth
on Him Should not Perish, but
have Everlasting Life." The Chinese have had two sayings that they
keep pretty dearly; these are "All
under Heaven are one family." and,
"All between the four seas are
brothers." They have been thinking along these lines.
"It is interesting," said Mr. Cowles, "to study the customs of the
Chinese." Articles five hundred
years old do not seem old to them.
They have "keepsakes" over there
that date back before Christ. They
date their articles by the man who
was ruling at the time they were
made.
Mr. Cowles said <hat he thought
before going to China that he would
win men by the tens and hundreds
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*

*
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DAN SANFTLEBEN is captain
of the tennis team. He has made
no definite announcements yet, but
says he is arranging some nifty
meets with leading
colleges
of
North and
South Carolina
and
Georgia.
when he arrived there. But after
he had been there two years thing?
!ooked very discouraging.
Things
look very different now. nowever.
There are 5 0 000 members hi associations at the present time.
We usually think of China as a
slow moving nation.
Things are
changing very rapidly. There was
a man talking to Mr. Cowles who
said that when he first went to
China he couldn't go to certain
places because he was too radical;
just a year or two later he couldn't
go to certain places because he was
too conservative. This is not because the man had changed, but
because the people had changed so.
They have very good Chinese
leaders to work with over there.
One of the men who are working
with him now finished at one of
the colleges in China, then came
over to this country and won the
Oratorical medal at Harvard. He
won it speaking in English. He is
now a general secretary in China.
They are winning men who are willing to sacrifice.
When Mr. Cowles first went to
the place he was stationed at just
before coming back to this country,
the 'Y" was torn to pieces. Just
prior to this time they had had
some incompetent leaders. It took
him one and one-half years to get
things started back again.
After
this thing went along very nicely.
All of the Y. M. C. A. work is
supported by the Chinese. The only
thing we pay is the salary of the
Secretary made a short talk in which
through the Y. M. C. A. They are
looking to us for help.
After Mr. Cowles finished his talk
Mr. Schnell, the Sts,te Y. M. C. A.
secretary made a short talk in which
he told something of the boys work
in this state.
It is hoped that larger crowds
will start attending Vespers.
It

The Clemson College Glee Club
made its first appearance of tlie
season in the auditorium of Anderson College in Anderson last Friday
night.
The performance was the
initial effort of the local songsters,
and there was a Certain amount of
nervousness on the part of the boys
as to whether or not their program
would go over as they wished.
Hwever the apprehension was useless, inasmuch as the quality of the
offerings was of such a nature that
the . audience was highly pleased.
The program opened with a see<g:ion in which the entire
tsonell of the club joined.
Be
ginning with this number, the program was carried through to t'a-a
end with a snap and a zest that
would be of credit to musical
organizations of much wider repute.
There wore several parts of the
program that made an especi !, Vr
good hit.
Jake Cromer probably
got the best reception of the ew ing with his offering "Only a Sophomore." Jake was dressed for th?
part, and he succeeded nobly in
making the song appeal to the audience.
The Quartette
was it its
glory, and was repetedly called
back for encores. Rod Heller and
his orchestra came in for their
share of the honors. To quote a
member of the audience whj has
had a very wide experience in musial circles:
"The orchestra has
the best time of any similar organization that I have ever had the
pleasure of hearing." Fred Lightzsey received his usual reception—
gales of laughter and applause. In
fact, every man and every part "f'
the entire performance received a
share of the honors of the evening.
For an initial performance, the program was certainly almost above,
criticism.
The Anderson College
girls were loud in their praise of
the work of the entire Club.
On the following night, the CluD
appeared in the auditorium of the
Greenville Woman's
College
in
Greenville. In this performance the
members of the organization profited by the previous night's experience and rendered a program
that was splendid thorughout. The
audience was very enthusiatic with
its applause, and every number was
encored. The men in the Club
carried out their parts with an
ease acquired" through experience,
and the program went over with out
a single hitch.
The Glee Club is composed of
men who have the desire to have
a successful organization, and from
the reports coming from the two
audiences before whom the Club
has appeared, it is evident that their
desires will be fulfilled even beyond
their expectations. The students of
Clemson are proud of them. May
they have a season that will be
filled with success.
—E. L. S.
No girl now
Marries a man
For better or for worse.
She marries him
For more or less.

"Big Smoky" Fans 282 Batsmen,, team. He came up and twirled in
some half dozen games with the
Loading "Dazzy" Vance and All
Cardinals. Had it not been for this
Other Twirlers
fact, it is almost certain that he
Surpassing even the great "Daz- would have been the only hill man
zy" Vance, Flint Rhem, former with more than 300 strikeouts to
Clemson right-handed pitching ace, his credit for the compaign of 1924.
was the "Strikeout King" of organ"Rhem came to the Cardinals
ized baseball in 1924. Hurling for originally from Clemson
College,
Fort Smith club of the Western being signed during the summer of
Association, "Smoky Toe," fanned 1923. He made the 1924 training
282 batters, more than any other trip with the Cardinals and was
twirl er in any league. "Dazzy" sent to Fort Smith for further seaVance, who led the National Lea- soning. He is a big fellow, with
gue, was second for the season plenty of stuff, and those who have
with 2G2 strikeouts.
watched him work predict a great
Rhem, only two seasons ago a future for him in professional basecollegiate twirler burning up South- ball."
—W. W. B.
ern teams for Clemson is now a
St. Louis Cardinal, and the news
of his amazing feat of leading all
organized' ball in strike-outs his
first year out of college has been
i il Ik.i. c-»Bi t a . •
w'&«•»« t^ii
received here' in the form of a
clipping from the St. Louis PostSplendid New Building to be Opened
Dispatch.
Soon—A Source of Great Pride
The story in the big St. Louis
to Members.
daily gives a table of the leading
The new Methodist church, which
strikeout pitchers of all leagues,
was begun last spring is nearing
with Rhem heading the list. Across
completion and plans are being
the head of the page is an eightmade to hold the opening service
column streamer reading. "Cardinal
some time in the near future as
Recruit Was 'Strikeout King' of
soon as the furniture is installed
1924 season."
and the interior finished. Mr. C.
Clemson fans remember the wonM. Guest of Anderson has charge
derful pitching of "Big Smoky" on
of the construction of the buildTiger nines of 19 22 and 1923,
ing and under his able guidance
especially the latter year. His last
work has progressed rapidly.
season here he was the 'Strikeout
The auditorium is an expression
King" of Southern collegiate ball
of art, comfort and worship. The
as he is now of all the country, and
Sunday school building is large, atwon a place on the hurling staff of
tractive and well arranged for Sunthe all-Southern conference team
day school work, but it- is so far
that season.
entirely unequipped.
Flint joined the Cardinals imDr. E. W. Sikes, President-elect
mediately after
leaving Clemson,
of
Clemson College, said recently:
but was farmed out to Fort Smith
"I
have
no policy for Clemson collast season. He was the sensation
lege
but
I see no reason why the
of the Western Association and is
now expected to stick in the "Big boy who is going to wear overalls
and who is going to build the
Tent."
bridges that span our rivers should
Following is what the story by
not enjoy a good piece of music
Herman Wecke in the Post-Disptach
now and then or have a great
has to say of the ex-Clemson star:
soul back of his technical train"The 'Strikeout King' of organ- ing."
ized baseball. That is the title of
In commenting on Dr.
Sikes'
one of the Cardinal recuits who will statement, Rev. J. D. Holler, the
go to California this spring.
pastor says. "We are anxious for
The pitcher in question is none
the boys to have comfortable clubother than Flint Rhem, the rightroom in the Sunday school buildhander who was recalled from the
ing where they may have more
Fort Worth club of the Western pleasure music and a home-like.,
Association, last year serving his atmosphere.
first in professional baseball. Rhem
"We need for the club room: A
in 1924 struck out 282 batters. 20
radio set with a loud speaker, a
more than any other hurler in any
phonograph, two tables, and art
league.
square and some comfortable chairs
"Rhem hurled in 293 innings so Will not some of the friends of
his average was 8.5 strikeouts a
Clemson College or relatives
of
contest.
Clemson students give us one or
" 'Dazzy' Vance, the leading pit- more of the above pieces of furnicher in the N. L. and voted as the ture and thereby help to make life
circuit's most valuable athlete, rank- at Clemson college more worthed well to the fore.
The right- while?
hander, who established a new re"Should you be in doubt as to
cord for the twirlers in the Hey- what to give or how much or how
dler ciruit to shoot at by fanning many of the articles, communicate
15 Cubs in a single game, struck with the pastor."
out 262 in 309 innings, or 7.7 a
The members of the Methodist
contest.
However, to Rhem goes church are to be congratulated on
the honor of being the king of the the magiflcient building they have
lot.
erected. It should be a source of
"It also must be remembered pride to them, and a monument to
that Rhem did not finsh ou the sea- their conscientious work and their
son with the Wesiern Association progressiveness.
—G. W. G.
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